
Chapter 105:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

RED MAPLE GENIUS CAMP

Amy nodded:

"Well, I saw the look of a mirage, a big one, golden-green, and a little scary... and cruel!"

said, she looked at Adams with a serious face and asked curiously:

"Grandpa, is there any problem seeing the mirage?"

Adams fell silent and slowly said:

"The misty period of the Misty Forest has appeared long ago. The powerful people of
many races in Baiyunzhou always want to explore the secrets in the mist. But even the

emperor of the war, even the strongest of the war, have died in it. Although the strong

who died are dead. It is said that the mirage dragon killed them, but they can only see the
scales and half of the mirage dragon in the mist. No one has ever seen the whole picture

of the mirage dragon. But..."

Adams looked at Amy, his eyes flickering:

"But you saw little Amy. Almost everyone guessed that there is a huge ruin in the foggy

forest, or the inheritance of the strong. Maybe you have hope to discover the secrets."

Amy's eyes widened, some surprise:

"So I am so good?!"

Gwen beside fell silent, and said:

"Grandpa, Amy was with a man at the time. In addition to Amy, that man also saw the

whole picture of the mirage."

"Huh? Man?"

Adams was taken aback and looked at Amy: "Has little Amy been bullied? If he is bullied,
tell the grandfather that the grandfather will let him die without a place to bury him!"
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Amy waved her hands repeatedly: "No, no! He saved me! I was besieged by kobolds and

Kamans. If it weren't for him, I might have died earlier."

"It turned out to be the savior of Little Amy. Hmm... Our Algabe family always repays

favors and treats others with sincerity. Do you know his name? How old? When the time

comes, Grandpa will repay him well."

Amy thought for a while:

"His name is Lei Feng, he seems to be about the same age as me? Maybe one year and two

years older. Hehe, of course I know the traditions of our family. I have already told him

that he can come to me if he has any difficulties in the future. Yes. Oh, by the way, he also
wants to go to Tianluo City."

"Lei Feng?"

Adams nodded: "Can he see the whole picture of the mirage just like you?"

"Yes, we saw it together."

Amy nodded.

Adams thought for a while and smiled:

"Since you are coming to Tianluo City, then if he is willing to join Tianluo City at that

time, let him contact your mother. If you don't want to, don't force it."

Amy's eyes lit up when he heard the words.

"good!"

Adams rubbed Amy's head with a smile:

"Well, death in the land of origin will affect your spirit. It's late now. Go and rest."

"Okay~ Mom, let's go back."

Amy nodded with a smile, and looked at Gwen.

Gwen smiled and said:

"You go home first, I have something to say with your grandpa."



"Oh."

Amy turned and left the courtyard.

After Amy left, Adams slowly said:

"Gwen, what do you think?"

Gwen thought for a while and said:

"Although I don't know what secrets are hidden in the misty forest, since there is a mirage

guarding it, it is definitely not ordinary. It may be an opportunity for Xiao Amy and the

man named Lei Feng to see the whole picture of the mirage. I just don't know. Is this
opportunity because of Little Amy, or because of the man named Lei Feng."

Adams nodded:

"Well, when Little Amy arrives in Tianluo City, you will come into contact with the man

named Lei Feng. Investigate him. Since it may be a secret opportunity in the misty forest,
try to make friends."

"I see."

…………

Xili City.

slum streets.

Li Qinghe and Lu Yuan explained the Misty Forest and the mirage.

Lu Yuan's eyes widened slightly:

"There is such a saying? I haven't seen it in Battle.net posts."

"This kind of speculation is only circulated among the strong. After all, no war emperor or

war emperor wants to let people know that they have died in a place like the foggy forest,
right?"

"So, sister Qinghe, do you think I might be able to find the remains guarded by the

mirage?"

"I'm not sure, maybe, after all, no one has seen a mirage before."



Lu Yuan nodded slightly.

Then he remembered the signs of the Evolution Cube shaking when he saw the mirage
before.

I don’t know if it has something to do with Evolution Cube?

When facing the Soul Devouring Orb before, there was also a change, as if he had
absorbed something.

Lu Yuan didn't know what exactly this evolutionary cube was and how it came about.

After thinking about it, Lu Yuan couldn't think of one.

Li Qinghe continued to speak:

"Okay, don't think about it.With your current strength, it's no use encountering a mirage.
Let's improve your strength first."

Lu Yuan was startled, then smiled and nodded:

"Sister Qinghe makes sense."

"By the way, brother Yuan, now that the matter here has come to an end, I am going back

to the Imperial Capital for my sister. Come back with me. Just as you told me, my sister

can support you in the future."

Li Qinghe's beautiful eyes looked directly at Lu Yuan and smiled.

Lu Yuan was startled: "But I still have to take the college entrance examination."

Lu Yuan hasn't forgotten that he will take the college entrance examination in about three

weeks.

Li Qinghe smiled and said:

"You don't need to take the college entrance examination. Sister, I plan to recommend

you to the Red Maple Genius Camp.With the strength of your brother, you will definitely
pass the test."

"Red Maple Genius Camp?"



Lu Yuan was taken aback, and he was a little confused: "Where is that? I have never heard

of it."

Li Qinghe smiled and said: "Similar to the Warrior Academy, but it is a place where the
real genius of the Red Maple Empire can enter. Sister, I also graduated from there."

"Where did you even graduate from Qinghe?"

Lu Yuan's eyes widened slightly:

"Of course. The genetic warriors who graduated from there will have the lowest future

achievements and are top talents in all fields."

Li Qinghe raised the corner of his mouth, enjoying Lu Yuan's surprised look, and said

somewhat proudly.

"The strongest teachers in the entire empire are concentrated there. Ordinary teachers are
all war kings, and senior teachers are war kings. Even war kings occasionally go there to

instruct students. Not only that, the resources of the genius camp are also the entire Red
Maple. The empire is the richest."

Lu Yuan was short of breath: "Zhan Wang and Zhan Huang are both teachers? Even the

Emperor Zhan will teach?! Isn't this too exaggerated?"

"It's not an exaggeration. It's a place where the top talents of the Red Maple Empire are

cultivated. What do you think? How about? Brother Yuan, do you want to go?"

Li Qinghe looked at Lu Yuan with a smile.

"go!"

"Well, scream good sister listen, I will recommend it to you."

Lu Yuan: "……"

He looked at Li Qinghe happy, full of black lines.

What the ** is good sister? !

He was a little hard to speak for a while.

After all, his face is still quite thin, he is just a pure little boy.



However, in order to go to the genius camp, Lu Yuan felt that he still had to sacrifice his

purity.

"...good sister."

"Hahahahaha! Really good~"

Li Qinghe smiled triumphantly, and squeezed Lu Yuan's face with his hand.

"Well...just take care of the matter here, we will return to the capital in about three or five
days."

"Um."

…………

After returning home, Lu Yuan lay on the bed after washing.

He put his hands on the back of his head, looked at the dim ceiling, his eyes flashed,
thinking about the battle in the slum.

This battle is too thrilling.

Xue Ren's strength is very strong, he should be the pinnacle of a combatant, even close to
the rank of a combatant.

It was just a blow at the beginning, which directly injured him seriously.

If Xue Wang hadn't stopped him at the time, he might have died straight away.

This also shows that his strength is far from enough, and his hole cards are not enough.

If his defense is stronger, or he has a stronger hole card, he won't let himself fall into such

a dangerous situation.

Not only that, the last soul attack, fortunately there was a moonstone, otherwise, he
might not be able to withstand that attack.

Perhaps, being able to kill war divisions at the warrior level is already very strong.

But Lu Yuan's mood is still very heavy.

This kind of strength is not enough.



The real world is not the place of origin, and the death of the place of origin is not really

dead.

But in the real world, there is only one life.

What if you meet warlords or even warlords in the real world?

It's so cold when it's dead.

Lu Yuan felt that he had to be more aggressive and prepare more hole cards.

Dealing with master-level players, battle-general-level players, and if possible, even
battle master and battle king-level hole cards must be prepared.

But these all require money and spirit crystals.

Self-cultivation requires a lot of spiritual crystals, and evolution of genes requires a large

number of spiritual crystals.

Thinking about it this way, Lu Yuan felt that Lingjing was not enough.

can only enter the land of origin and earn more slowly.

Lu Yuan rubbed his forehead, feeling a little headache.

Suddenly he felt exhausted.

originally died from the land of origin, and then went through a great war, too tired.

Let's rest first.

Lu Yuan closed his eyes.

In the next few days, because the light gate had not been repaired, Lu Yuan could only use
spirit crystals to refine the gene chain at home.

There is no gravitational chamber to accelerate absorption, so the cultivation speed is

very slow.

can only say that chat is better than nothing, and it's a holiday.

Five days later.



Li Qinghe and Lu Yuan arrived at the airport in Xili City.

In the dedicated VIP lounge at the airport, there are already seven people waiting for

them.

Seeing Li Qinghe coming in, all seven of them stood up.

six people respectfully shouted:

"grown ups!"

Li Qinghe held a cigarette, put his hands in his jeans pockets, and nodded slightly: "Yeah."

When Lu Yuan saw two of the acquaintances, his eyes widened slightly.

Flaming is tall, and Xue Wang is wearing a flowered shirt and sunglasses.

"Brother Ming?! Old Xue?! Why are you here?"

Flaming grinned when he saw Lu Yuan:

"Xiao Yuan, I didn't expect it? Hahahaha! Introduce myself again, I am the captain of the

fourth team of the Red Maple Night Watch Headquarters, the second team."

And Xue Wang smiled: "I was invited by Brother Ming to join the night watchman.
Anyway, there are no relatives here. I thought about it and agreed."

Lu Yuan looked strange when he heard what Fleming said:

"Brother Ming, are you a subordinate of Sister Qinghe?"

Flaming glanced at Li Qinghe, then nodded with a dry smile.

Lu Yuan's mouth twitched.

good fellow.

He turned his head to look at Xue Wang next to him, patted him on the shoulder, and
smiled:

"That's congratulations. Where is your father?"

Xue Wang smiled: "I have been buried with my mother."



"Um."

At this time, Flamming smiled and embraced Lu Yuan’s shoulders, and secretly spoke:

"Xiao Yuan, you and Xiao Wang are friends. I have always been very optimistic about you.
How about you join our team? We don’t usually accept soldiers at the rank of warriors.
We are the weakest fighters. It depends on you. I opened the back door for you for the

sake of this. Think about it, you will be a night watchman who cuts first and plays later."

"Flaming?"

Li Qinghe on the side of glanced at Flamming.

Flamen's tall body shook sharply, and quickly stood up straight:

"My lord! I'm here!"

"Do you want to die?"

"No! I don't want to, my lord!"

"Then stop talking nonsense."

"Yes! Good adult!"

Lu Yuan: "……"

He glanced at Flamming, who was scared on his face, and was a little weak to complain.

Li Qinghe spit out the smoke ring, and said faintly:

"Everyone is here, let's go."

"Yes!"

A few people walked through the passage and came to the airport.

This is the first time Lu Yuan has come to the airport. He looked around curiously.

Airplanes in this world look more sci-fi.

The shape of is either a disc or a triangle, and the edges are very sharp.



Because there are various beasts in the wilderness, the materials of these planes are

specially made, which can withstand the attacks of the warlord and warlord.

and they are equipped with very powerful weapons.

Exactly, the cost of airplanes is extremely high, which makes air tickets very expensive.

Lu Yuan checked it on the Internet, but it is only the lowest class of ordinary cabin, and a

seat has a minimum fare of 1 million.

Ordinary people can't sit down once in a lifetime.

As for Li Qinghe, the night watchman of the imperial capital, the plane they took was

naturally a special plane, which was even more different from ordinary civilian airliners.

It was a triangular dark black plane.

Seeing this plane, Xue Wang was a little excited and said:

"This is the Yexiao 5 fighter?"

Flaming glanced at Xue Wang and smiled:

"It seems you have studied?"

Xue Wang looked at the plane, a little excited:

"Hehehe, I’m a little interested in these~www.mtlnovel.com~The Yexiao 5 fighter is one

of the most cutting-edge models of the Red Maple Empire. The wingspan is 44.23 meters,
the captain is 50.21 meters, and the fuselage can resist the fierce king. The speed of the

beast attack can even be close to the royal level. It is also equipped with a laser cannon

that can kill the king's fierce beast. The price on the battlenet is 600,000 Tier 5 spirit

crystals. I didn't expect that I would be able to sit on this fighter one day! "

Flaming smiled and said:

"Our night watchman is good at this point, and the arrangements for official business trips

are clear."

Lin Hong beside patted Xue Wang on the shoulder, and smiled:

"Little Wangzi, where is this? There will be a lot of good things in the future. Calm down."



Xue Wang nodded excitedly.

Lu Yuan looked at this fighter plane that looked like a black hawk, and he was also a bit

surprised.

This fighter has a very good appearance.

He was still a little surprised when he heard Xue Wang's words.

It turned out to be 600,000 fifth-order spirit crystals.

According to the spirit crystal exchange, the ratio of the first-order spirit crystal and the

lower-order spirit crystal can reach 1 to 10.

600,000 fifth-order ling crystals are equivalent to 60 billion zero-order ling crystals.

If converted into red maple coins, it is even more astronomical.

But like this powerful fighter, I am afraid that it can no longer be measured by worldly

money.

Is there a shortage of money for the champion-level powerhouse?

will definitely not be missing, it is the most normal to measure with spirit crystals.

Like this kind of fighter, I’m afraid I can’t buy it with money.
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